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LEVERAGING ALERT® FOR CTMTM ENRICHMENT
ENRICHMENT OVERVIEW
Enrichment is the process by which standing settlement instructions (SSIs) and account information from the ALERT platform is added to trades sent for
matching in the CTM service. The provision of accurate and up-to-date SSIs by both parties to a trade improves efficiency in the settlement cycles, and
can reduce the risk of settlement failure and is one of the key enablers to achieving a no-touch workflow.
In CTM, SSI information is available to both counterparties. Investment managers’ and broker/dealers’ SSIs are part of the “common view,” which reflects the
final paired and matched values of a MATCH AGREED (MAGR) trade. Clients are advised to incorporate the SSI information as part of the matching process.
Users link their CTM entity to an ALERT entity and enrich using the SSI subscription. Trade submissions use ALERT look-up keys to reference the
appropriate ALERT SSI record. The 3 generic keys and client type keys are as follows:

Generic Keys:

AlertCountryCode (for example: GBR)

AlertMethodType (for example: CREST)

Client Type Keys:

Investment Managers

AccountID for investment managers to retrieve the account-specific SSIs

Broker Dealers

AlertSettlementModelName for broker/dealers to retrieve the model-specific SSIs

AlertSecurityType (for example: EQU)

ALERT KEY AUTO SELECT
ALERT Key Auto Select (AKAS) introduces smart enrichment capability that leverages a combination of rules-based logic and client driven profiles to
automatically enrich CTM trades with client approved SSIs from ALERT.

PLACE OF SETTLEMENT MATCHING
Matching on settlement location reduces settlement exceptions. Place of Settlement (PSET) matching enables an investment manager to align its
settlement to its broker/dealer counterparty’s settlement at either the investment manager requested depository, or a valid cross-settlement channel.
Following SWIFT’s definition of PSET, the CTM PSET for the broker/dealer represents the depository where the broker/dealer instructs settlement.
Investment managers can populate the PSAF value to indicate one of the following:
■■

Where the investment manager holds the securities (for outgoing deliveries), or intends to hold the securities (for incoming receives).
If the investment manager’s matching profile includes matching on PSET then CTM evaluates the two counterparty’s PSET depositories to determine a
match status. The following scenarios return a MATCHED (MACH) on the allocation PSET matching field.

■■

Both values (depositories) are the same.

■■

The parties use the Clearstream/Euroclear bridge—CEDELULL/MGTCBEBE.

■■

T2S linked depositories – see T2S Compatible National and Central Securities Depositories.

■■

Facilitated ALERT Enrichment (FAE) – where an SSI for the Security Type is not found, SSI’s will be sourced from the associated Security Type Group.

PLACE OF SAFEKEEPING INFORMATION
Clients can populate place of safekeeping information in two ways:
■■

Include the place of safekeeping fields on their allocation (TradeDetail) messages; or,

■■

Using the subscription CBIC (Copy PSET BIC to PSAFE).

When ALERT enrichment is combined with the CBIC subscription, CTM will copy the ALERT SSI PSET BIC to the PlaceOfSafekeepingValue (PSAF) field.
Note: This only applies to buy-side clients using ALERT for SSI enrichment; CTM only copies the PSET BIC, not ISO country codes.
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